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METALS (I) 
BY ALYSON MILLER 
 
A man with an antiseptic name, Germanic perhaps, gives her a bike, pink and black and too high for her legs to carry. Her face has no straight 
lines and he smells like oil, dirt and onion, has hands of hard carved skin, and laughs when she does not know how to mouth the words to thank 
you. It is lifted from the trunk of his car, a spindly set of metals at odd angles and thin tires the dull black of liquorice straps and tarmac. Pedalling 
towards home, she remembers the inside of his Volvo, velvet blue and filled with old toys—a chessboard, an old baseball, checker discs in a 
wooden box. The memory is something like the pleasure of when her parents nod yes and tighten the helmet straps that pull her chin into a 
puckered kiss, but also stranger. Later, her dad attaches a new set of brake pads, heavy rubber squares that don’t fit though he says they will, 
eventually. They tear against the silver rim, the bike shrieking with each rotation like a wild animal caught in the spokes. She pretends she can’t 
hear it even when people stare, learning to silence the noise with wads of red wool forced into the slit-space between surfaces. 
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